
ADVISORY OPINION 
November 21st 2016; PAMUN XVI 

Present: President Kwon; Deputy Secretary General Hadjar; Judge Banville; Judge Capilla; Judge 
   Chamieh; Judge Facchin; Judge Luangamornlert; Judge Maschka; Judge Nam; Judge  
   Paillaud; Judge Regen; Judge Rodrigues; Judge Waseem;  

On the legal consequences of the construction of the wall in the occupied Palestinian territory,  

THE COURT,  

composed as above,  

gives the following Advisory Opinion:  

1. The question that this Court addressed was requested by the United Nations General Assembly 
in December 8th 2003 to render an advisory opinion on the question of ‘the legal consequences 
of the construction of the wall in the occupied Palestinian territory’. Its request is set forth by 
resolution ES-10/14. The applicant, Counsel of Palestine, was received by the respondent, 
Counsel of Israel. The issue at hand is stated as ‘the legal consequences of the construction of 
the wall in the occupied Palestinian territory’, where the term ‘territory’ covers namely the West 
Bank region as stipulated by both advocates. 

2. The Counsel of Israel was represented by the government of the State of Israel. This Counsel 
was bestowed its entitlement to appear before the Court through Security Council Resolution 69 
and General Assembly Resolution 273 (III) by which Israel was admitted as a member of the 
United Nations on May 11th, 1949. The Counsel of Palestine was represented by the Palestinian 
Liberation Organisation (PLO). Although Palestine has not been able to acquire a member status 
in the United Nations, it is currently under an observer status. Nevertheless the PLO has been 
recognised as the representative body of the Palestinian people and therefore has been called to 
the bar to be presented as the Counsel of Palestine in this court.  

3. The ruling of this Court is categorised as an advisory opinion, therefore it does not offer any 
obligatory responsibilities to the relevant parties to abide by its demands; its ruling is strictly for 
advisory purposes. 

4. In the course of hearing held from 19 to 21 November 2016, the Court heard oral statements, in 
the following order, by:  

 for Palestine:   Doctor Felipe, PhD in security, currently works on the issue of protective  
   barriers against Mexico by the United States, 

   Laya Sumrein, resident in the Palestine occupied territories,  

   Doctor Raagini, undergraduate professor at Georgetown University,  
   specialises in foreign policy, 
  
 for Israel: Robbie Sabel, lecturer in international law at the Hebrew University Jerusalem, 



        Sir Elihu Lauterpacht CBE QC LLD, academic lawyer specialising in   
        international law, 

        Alan Baker, former ambassador of the state of Israel to Canada, 

5. The Court stresses the imperative need for the attainment of the two-state solution proposed by 
the United Nations which has not been accomplished effectively by its relevant bodies and 
therefore sees the necessity of this advisory opinion of the Court; however the Court realises the 
pleadings of the Counsel of Israel that requests the Court to exercise discretion. Therefore, the 
court outlines specific steps for the State of Israel and the Palestinian Liberation Organisation to 
pursue and accomplish within the specified interim of an year and if not fulfilled by the 
deadline, a contentious case will be called by the ICJ that summons the Counsel of Israel and 
the Counsel of Palestine to the bar once again.  

6. This Court recounts the concern by both parties on the lack of a distinct border that outlines the 
West Bank region. Palestine has raised claims that the Green Line, also known as the Armistice 
line of 1949, provides for a guideline for a future border while Israel opposed this, justifying 
that the Green Line should in no circumstances prejudice future borders. The Court rules in 
Israel’s favour by recognising that no ‘border’ may delineate future borders between Israel and 
Palestine but rather urges both parties to pursue further negotiations to settle on a permanent 
border to settle this issue.  

7. The Court expresses its dismay of the effects of the currently constructed wall that had led to 
economic inefficiency of the Palestinians which had further hindered Palestine’s efforts to be 
recognised as a sovereign state. Therefore, this Court pushes for improved negotiations and 
cooperation between the two parties to alleviate the pressure imposed on the fluidity of 
movement the people through the walls to reach the separated regions by allowing increased 
permits of merchants harnessing huge quantities of goods and commodities to enter the territory 
beyond the walls. However, to safeguard Israel’s concern of terrorist acts that may be 
encouraged by this measure, the Court mandates stricter identification processes.  

8. The Court expresses deep concern over violation of the fundamental human rights of the 
Palestinian people notably their right to life. The PLO has evidenced that the Palestinians has 
been denied such rights to education, right to shelter, etc. Therefore, the Court urges the State of 
Israel to provide financial reimbursement for damages done to the Palestinian people displaced 
as a consequence of the construction of the wall.  

9. The Court, adhering to the Oslo Accords II, recognises the current jurisdictional legality of the 
wall, for Israel was granted the security and zoning rights in regions defined as Area C. 
However, the Oslo Accord II stipulated that these agreements are temporary until the United 
Nations admits the PLO as a worthy member of United Nations in which parts of the wall 
located within the Palestinian territory, which will be defined by the future border settlement, 
will be deemed illegal.  

10. This Court takes into consideration of Israel’s suspicion of  the PLO’s relationship with 
terroristic organisations ergo the Court asks the PLO to officially and openly condemn terrorists 
attacks committed against the Israeli people to express their efforts in combatting the threats of 
terror. 


